Introduction
Network security is one of the most important aspects in modern communications. Recently, programmable networks have gained popularity due to their abstracted view of the network which, in turn, provides a better understanding of the complex network operations and increases the effectiveness of the actions that should be taken in the case of any potential threat. Software Defined Networking (SDN) represents an emerging centralized network architecture, in which the forwarding elements are being managed by a central unit, called an SDN controller, which has the ability to obtain traffic statistics from each forwarding element in order to take the appropriate action required for preventing any malicious behavior or abusing of the network. At the same time, the SDN controller uses a programmable network protocol, which is OpenFlow (OF) protocol, in order to communicate and forward its decisions to OF-enabled switches [1] .
In spite of the significant impact of using a centralized controller, the controller itself creates a single point of failure, which makes the network more vulnerable compared with the conventional network architecture [2] . On the other hand, the existence of a communication between the OF-enabled switches and the controller opens the door for various attacks such Denial of Service (DoS) [3] , Host Location Hijacking and Man in the Middle (MIM) attacks [4] . Therefore, in order to develop an efficient Intrusion Detection System (IDS) for SDNs, the system should be able to make intelligent and real time decisions. Commonly, an IDS designed for SDNs works on the top of the controller, which forms an additional burden on the controller itself. Thus, designing a lightweight IDS is considered advantageous, since it helps in effectively detecting of any potential attacks as well as performing other fundamental network operations such as routing and load balancing in a more flexible manner. Scalability, is also an important factor, which should be taken into consideration during the designing stage of the system [4] . There are two main groups of intrusion detection systems: signature-based IDS and anomaly-based IDS. Signature-based IDS searches for defined patterns within the analyzed network traffic. On the other hand, an anomaly-based IDS can estimate and predict the behavior of system. A signature-based IDS shows a good performance only for specified well-known attacks. On the contrary, anomaly-based IDS enjoys ability to detect unseen intrusion events, which is an important advantage for detecting zero day attacks [5] .
Anomaly-based IDS can be grouped into three main categories [5] : statistical-based approaches, knowledgebased approaches, and machine learning-based approaches. In this study, we focus on machine learning-based approaches. Machine learning techniques can be categorized into four categories: (i) supervised techniques, (ii) semi-supervised techniques, (iii) unsupervised techniques and (iv) reinforcement techniques. In this paper, we investigate various supervised learning techniques with respect to their accuracy, false alarm rate, precision, recall, f1-measure, area under ROC curve, Mc Nemar's test and time taken to train and test each classifier.
Related work
Previous research efforts for providing a detailed analysis of supervised machine learning techniques used for intrusion detection are summarized in Table 1 . These studies focused on training and testing different machine learning approaches using standard intrusion detection datasets. However, obtaining all these features from an SDN controller could be computationally expensive. Therefore, we have two possible choices: either using a subset of these standard datasets [6] or extracting new features based on network traces of standard datasets or statistics provided by the controller [7] . In this study, we use a subset of features extracted from NSL-KDD dataset based on employing the well-known Principal Components Analysis (PCA) approach 
Dataset
As mentioned earlier, in this study we use NSL-KDD dataset. NSL-KDD is an improved version of KDD Cup99 dataset, which suffers from huge number of redundant records [10] . Both KDD Cup99 and NSL-KDD datasets include the features shown in Table 2 . It is worth mentioning that these features fall into four different categories as described in Table 3 . As shown in Table 4 , NSL-KDD includes a total of 39 attacks where each one of them is classified into one of the following four categories (DoS, R2L, U2R, Probe). Moreover, a set of these attacks is introduced only in the testing set. These new attacks are indicated in bold font. In addition, Table 5 shows the distribution of the normal and attack records in NSL-KDD training and testing sets. 
Feature Selection
In order to increase the efficiency of SDN based intrusion detection systems we need to select the best features that can be used in SDN context. It is worth noting that the content features need to be omitted due to the fact that these features are complex to extract by a network based IDS [17] . Therefore, content features (i.e. F11 to F22) were excluded from the NSL-KDD dataset. For the remaining features we apply Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the training set. PCA allow us to transform a large dataset into a new, smaller and uncorrelated one [18] . The standard approach of PCA can be summarized in the followıng 6 steps [19] :
 Find the covariance matrix of the normalized ddimensional dataset.  Find the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix.  Sort the eigenvalues in descending order.  Select the k eigenvectors that correspond to the k largest eigenvalues.  Construct the projection matrix from the k selected eigenvectors.  Transform the original dataset to obtain a new kdimensional feature space.
In this study, we employ PCA in the following steps:  First, we extract the features with the largest coefficients from the principal components.  Second, we select the k eigenvectors that correspond to the k largest eigenvalues.  Third, we transform the original dataset with corresponding features using the projection matrix from the k selected eigenvectors.  Finally, we validate the performance of the selected features and corresponding k component by applying the decision tree approach on the training test. 
Evaluation Metrics
In addition, we evaluate the performance of the previously selected classifiers based on their execution time as well as the analysis of the receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curve, where the area under curve (AUC) can be used to compare each classifier with another one. The higher AUC, the better IDS. One other important metric that can be used for comparing two algorithms is Mc Nemar's test, which is a non-parametric pair-wise test shows that a statistically significant increase has been achieved by an algorithm over the other one. When z-value of Nemar's Test > 1.96 (p-value is less than 0.05), the conclusion is that there is a significant difference between the two algorıthms. Z-score is used to show the confidence levels [22] . 
12 : represents the number of times when the first algorithm success in classification and other one fails. 21 : represents the number of times when the second algorithm success in classification and the first one fails.
Experimental Results
The experiment is conducted on Intel i5 machine with 12 GB of RAM. As shown in Fig 1, we get the best results when selecting 9 of the top features that contribute to the all PCA's components as input, which need to be transformed to less dimensional space of the corresponding components. F27, F30, F5, F23, F8, F1, F2 , F39, F3. Brief description of these features is provided in Table 6 . Percentage of connections to the current host and serror rate specified service that have an S0 error F3 Destination port mapped to service Table 7 shows the results obtained for both training and testing stages. In terms of accuracy level, the most accurate classifiers for the training stage are: DT, RF, BaggingTrees, RUSBoost and AdaBoost with a slight difference between them. For the testing stage, however, we notice that DT approach achieved the highest level of accuracy followed by AdaBoost, RUSBoost and BaggingTrees. One can observe that ensemble methods achieved a lower false positive rate compared to DT. In terms of false alarm rate, it is worth mentioning that LogitBoost approach achieved the best results. Therefore, one can conclude that ensemble methods such AdaBoost and LogitBoost can achieve a good accuracy with low false positive rate.
From both Table 7 and Table 8 , one can observe that using PCA feature selection enhanced the accuracy level for most of the classifiers in compared with using the basic features provided by the SDN controller (F1, F2, F5, F6, F23  and F24 ). In terms of area under ROC curve, as shown in Fig.  3 (a) , we notice that DT and RF approaches achieved the best AUC for the training task followed by BaggingTrees, RUSBoost, AdaBoost and LogitBoost with slight difference between each other. Both NN and SVM had nearly the same AUC for the training task. NB, however, achieved the least training AUC. For the testing task, as shown in Fig. 3(b) , one can observe that the best AUC obtained by DT followed by AdaBoost, RUSBoost, LogitBoost and BaggingTrees. KNN achieved a better AUC than SVM and RF. In the same context, we notice that SVM also achieved a higher AUC than ELM approach. In terms of precision and F1-measure the best results were achieved by DT, whereas LogitBoost achieved the best results in terms of recall. In terms of execution time, as shown in Fig. 4(a) , we notice that NB approach achieves the best results for the training task. We excluded KNN from Fig. 4(a) due to the fact that KNN has no training time, where this algorithm employs a distance function in order to predict the corresponding labels [20] . From Fig. 4(b) , on the other hand, one can observe that ELM approach achieved the best testing time. Moreover, ELM has achieved an acceptable false alarm rate as shown in Table 7 . Therefore, ELM and its improved hierarchical approach [21] can possibly be an efficient choice for SDNs.
On the other hand, in spite of the good level of accuracy for the testing stage achieved by KNN approach, it showed the worst testing time, which may indicate that KNN algorithm is not the best choice for SDNs where each controller may need to handle thousands of flows per second. A possible solution to this problem can be achieved by reducing the number of the training instance by applying an appropriate sampling method. Finally, one can observe that DT has achieved the highest level of accuracy and a good testing time in compared with the other classifiers. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we provide a comparative study of choosing an efficient anomaly-based intrusion detection method for SDNs. We focused on supervised machine learning approaches by using the following classifiers: NN, LDA, DT, RF, Linear SVM, KNN, NB, ELM, AdaBoost, RUSBoost, LogitBoost and BaggingTrees. In addition, we used PCA method for feature selection and dimensionality reduction. Using NSL-KDD dataset and based on our extensive experimental study, we conclude that DT approach shows the best performance in terms of accuracy, precision, F1-measure, AUC and Mc Nemar's Test. Also bagging and boosting approaches outperformed other conventional machine learning methods such as KNN, ELM, NN, RF, SVM and LDA with a confidence level more than 99.5%. Whereas in terms of false alarm rate and recall the best results achieved by LogitBoost. In terms of the execution time, ELM approach achieved the best testing time.
It is worth noting that using PCA approach was very successful in enhancing the accuracy level from 77.09% to 88.74% in compared with using the basic features provided by the SDN controller. Our future work will be focused on comparing the results obtained from this study with other machine learning approaches and exploring other flow-based features that could be used to achieve a higher level of accuracy with lower false alarm rate.
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